At every opportunity to do so, the CoB’s administration reminds CoB faculty about the United States Department of Education Title VI-B Grant work being done by the CoB’s Associate Dean Farhang Niroomand. The most recent example comes from the fall 2006 issue of *Joint Venture*, the CoB’s fundraising magazine. That example is depicted below:

Niroomand seems to continually retain access to the two-year funds that come with Title VI Grants that focus on internationalizing the business curriculum. Niroomand’s current project is titled “From Local to Global: The Internationalization of Business in Mississippi,” and it is described above as a $450,000 two-year initiative with $180,000 in funding from the U.S. Department of Education.

In the previous issue of *Joint Venture*, published in Spring of 2005, another of profile of Niroomand’s USDE grant efforts was published. The screen below captures the details of that work, as explained in that 2005 issue of *JV*:
International e-commerce incubator project to assist Mississippi businesses

Mississippi’s small- and medium-sized businesses will soon have more help in selling their products and services in the international marketplace through a new project headquartered in the College of Business.

The major thrust of the project will be the development of an information technology (IT) business incubator that can equip small- and medium-sized businesses in Mississippi with the knowledge and skills for selling their products and services to customers in the international community.

Titled “From Local to Global: The Internationalization of Business in Mississippi,” the project is a $450,000, two-year initiative with $150,000 in funding from a federal Title VI-B grant through the U.S. Department of Education.

“In Mississippi, there is a real need for education and training in the applications of information technology to promote international business,” said Farhang Niroomand, project director and associate dean.

“We have the ability to improve the crying performance of these businesses through the IT incubator with the help of our nationally renowned faculty team in international business and information management,”

Project manager is Linghui Tang, associate professor of international business. Other Co-B faculty members who will be involved with the project are those who teach international business, entrepreneurship, management information systems, international marketing, and international finance.

Another component of the project is the development of an International Business certificate program for long-term international business education in Mississippi. This will provide a foundation for continuous improvement of international skills and knowledge necessary for competing in a global economy, likely through a series of workshops. Finally, it will help establish an internship program for international business students at Southern Miss. The incubator will provide opportunities for students to help companies create and manage Web sites, conduct market research and develop international business plans.

The profile above provides much of the same detail as the recently published one located on page 1 of this document. This profile mentions the development of an International Business certificate program, which is presumably the program that Barbara Travis, pictured above on page 1, completed recently. The 2005 article indicates that Linghui Tang was selected as the “Project manager.” Tang is no longer affiliated with USM’s College of Business.

Joint Venture coverage of Niroomand’s grant efforts date all the way back to the inaugural issue of the magazine in spring of 2002. The 2002 profile of Niroomand’s “Project Outreach” grant is shown below:
As the profile above points out, “Project Outreach” focused on providing “continuous training and education [on global topics in business] to community colleges.”

CoB faculty and others are again reminded of Niroomand’s grant work when visiting the CoB’s webpages, as shown below:

The list goes on and on. We are reminded over and over and over. Only now, after the USMPRIDE.COM investigators have broken several stories related to Niroomand’s activities as the CoB’s Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, those reminders serve as prompts to think about more questionable aspects of Niroomand’s activities, as the series of headlines below shows:
Special Report

“Dinner with Colleague(s)”
An Investigative Series on the use of the CoB’s Budget

Special Report

Stretching the Truth to Stretch the Trip
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Updated . . . See Below!

Special Report

Niroomand on the Move
An Investigative Series on CoB Travel

31st & Pearl

Breaking Down Niroomand’s Defenses

Special Report

Niroomand Drops it like it’s Hot
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Special Report

Niroomand & Doty “Recruiting” in Vegas
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Special Report

Remember Niroomand’s Trip to the Alamo!
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Special Report

Niroomand’s “Academic Visits” to Purdue and LSU
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Special Report

The AGB “Amigo” Crosses the Rio Grande
An Investigative Series on Travel by CoB Faculty
Special Report

Dr. Niroomand’s “Academic Visit” to Irvine
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Special Report

Niroomand and the AGB hit the Big Apple
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel

Special Report

Niroomand makes another “Academic Visit” to Atlanta
An Investigative Series on Travel by CoB Faculty

Updated – See Below

Special Report

Back to Tehran in 2005
An Investigative Series on Travel by CoB Faculty

Paging Dr. Gandhi! Dr. Gandhi! Dr. Niroomand’s On The Phone!

Special Report

How Much does JCRGB Sponsorship Cost the CoB?
An Investigative Series on the use of the CoB’s Budget

Special Report

Project Outreach
A Look at Consulting Associated with Niroomand’s Grant Work

CoB scam?
A Look at Questionable Publishing Practices in the College of Business

Special Report

The Niroomand World Tour: Asia in 2001
An Investigative Series on CoB Travel
The Time Has Come

The Louis K. Brandt Research Award: Fundraising through Fundraising?

A Closer Look at Niroomand’s Travel
Updated 4 August 2006

“Table for 14, please...”
THE 2004 TRIP TO THE MISSISSIPPI BUSINESS HALL OF FAME

Re- Directing Niroomand’s SEDONA Vita, Part I

Special Report

Niroomand’s 2002 Trip to the Central Bank of Iran
An Investigative Series on CoB Travel

Special Report

Niroomand “Visits” Seattle, USM Pays
An Investigative Series on CoB Travel

Special Report

An Investigative Series on CoB Travel

Special Report

Niroomand’s “Academic Visits” to Atlanta
An Investigative Series on CoB Travel

The 2006 Merit Raises as seen through USMPRIDE.COM Bytes

31st & Pearl

Musings on the 2006 CoB Raises
Not only do the grant reminders remind us of the many recent headlines above, they also point to a number of other questionable aspects of Niroomand’s tenure as the Associate Dean of Academic Affairs within the CoB. Some of these are:

- Niroomand is increasingly distancing himself from classroom duties within the CoB. His one course per semester load has dropped to a one course per academic year load. Thus, even with his grant work, Niroomand’s net contribution to the CoB’s bottom line is a big negative.

- Niroomand is increasingly distancing himself from his Associate Dean responsibilities, given his propensity to travel both within and out of the United States. As “Niroomand on the Move” indicates, Associate Dean Farhang Niroomand has spent over $75,000 in travel in just the past few years alone.

- Niroomand is increasingly distancing himself from University service. As reported by usmpride.com, Niroomand’s service, as presented in his SEDONA file, consists only of CoB Scholarship Committee and iTech Advisory Board. Such a low level of participation might be fitting for a Visiting Instructor, but not for an Associate Dean.

These are but a few of the problems associated with Niroomand’s tenure as Associate Dean of the CoB. A big question arises: Why does the CoB need an Associate Dean for Academic Affairs? What is gained by the taxpayers of Mississippi from having Farhang Niroomond traveling all over the world, avoiding his classroom and administrative responsibilities, all the while being paid a salary of $142,000? Not only that, what are federal taxpayers getting out of Niroomand’s grant work, when very little of his travel seems to have anything to do with training Mississippi junior college instructors or assisting Mississippi businesses in their efforts to globalize?

These and other questions deserve answers. Please continue to follow reports here at usmpride.com as we attempt to provide the answers to at least some of those important questions.